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RDX Engine Compartment

PCM. Software issues in the module
are the root cause of all of the woes.

Begin your diagnosis by hooking up
a scanner and checking for trouble
codes. If any DTCs other than P0299
are logged, this information doesn’t
apply; continue troubleshooting until
the causes of the driveability woes are
resolved. If no codes are stored or the
only code logged is the P0299, repro-
gram the PCM with updated software.
To do the flash, you’ll need an IDS op-
erating at software release 83.01 or
higher. If you have a subscription, you
can also download the new calibration
files at www.motorcraft.com.

Dodge Truck
Cruise control troubles. Dodge re-
ports that the cruise control systems
on some 2011-13 Durango and Jour-
ney SUVs and 2013 Ram 1500-3500
pickup trucks may be slow to respond
or may not activate at all when com-
manded by the switch.

According to the venerable truck
manufacturer, the problem is limited
to vehicles built on or before 5/1/13
and is due to software glitches in the
Steering Column Control Module

Acura
MIL on, VPS code(s) logged.
Some 2013 2WD RDX trucks built
from VINs 5J8TB3…DL000001
through 5J8TB3…DL006466, as well
as 4WD models built from VINs
5J8TB4…DL000001 through
5J8TB4…DL009205, may intermit-
tently illuminate the MIL and log
Valve Pause System (VPS) codes
P3400 and/or P3497 in the PCM.
One probable cause of the trouble,
reports Acura, is a sticking rocker
arm oil pressure switch on one or
both banks of the engine. Installing a
new-design pressure switch and O-
ring (Part Nos. 37240-R70-A04 and
91319-PAA-A01, respectively) should
eliminate further trouble.

Before ordering the new parts,
however, check the engine oil dip-
stick, because a low oil level will defi-
nitely cause the VPS to go haywire
and store the DTC(s) noted. If the oil
level is low, add oil, clear the code(s)
and release the vehicle to the cus-
tomer. If the oil level is on the money
or the truck comes back with the
same complaint, go ahead and re-
place the front and/or rear pressure
switch and O-ring, depending on the
code(s) logged. The location of each
rocker arm oil pressure switch and its
respective DTC is shown in the ac-
companying illustration.

Ford Truck
Engine shudder, possible tur-
bocharger noise with DTC logged.
Some 2011-12 F-250/350 Super Duty
pickup trucks with the 6.7L diesel en-
gine built on or before 5/16/12 may
experience a shudder from the engine
while being driven at steady throttle in
the 900- to 1400-rpm range.

According to Ford, the engine
shudder may be accompanied by a
fluttering noise from the turbocharger
and is more noticeable at higher eleva-
tions or ambient temperatures and/or
when driving up a slight incline. On
some vehicles, the MIL may be illumi-
nated, with DTC P0299 logged in the

(SCCM). Flashing the SCCM with
updated software is the only sure-fire
remedy. To do the flash, you’ll need a
wiTECH scanner operating at soft-
ware release 14.02 or higher.

GM
Inoperative convertible top. The
owner of a 2004-09 Cadillac XLR or
2005-10 Chevy Corvette may come in
with a complaint that his convertible
top won’t go up or down. When he
does, ask if the car battery was run
down or disconnected for service. If
the answer is yes, you can be sure the
power window module has lost its ini-
tialization, and it’s this module that
the convertible top is dependent on
for proper operation. Reinitializing
the window module should get the
top moving again.

To do the job, get into the car and
make sure both doors are fully closed.
Now turn on the ignition, push both
window switches to the Up position
and hold for five seconds. The window
module should now be initialized and
the convertible top should work. If it
does, you’re done with the fix. If not,
repeat the initialization sequence.
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integral with the retractor and not
available separately) should turn off
the warning light immediately.

Pontiac
Engine runs hot and/or inade-
quate heater output. Some 2007-
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Acura
MIL illuminated, evap system
DTC(s) stored. Acura reports that
many of its 2011-13 vehicles may turn
on the MIL and log evap DTC P0455
and/or P0456 in PCM memory. Before
you plunge right into heavy diagnosis
with your smoke machine, check the
gas cap; it may be loose or have a stick-
slip feel when tightened, which indi-
cates an improper seal at the fuel pipe
flange. The material that the cap gas-
ket is made of is what’s causing all the
trouble.

Installing an updated gas cap with
differently formulated gasket material
is the simple fix. Order Part No.
17670-SZN-A01 for ZDX models and
17670-TRO-A11 for ILX, MDX,
RDX, TL and TSX models.

Before ordering the new gas cap,
however, remove the existing cap and
take a look at the color of the gasket. If
it’s brown, the new cap is already in-
stalled and this information doesn’t
apply, and you should continue trou-
bleshooting until the evap system leak
is resolved. If the gasket is black, go
ahead and install the updated gas cap
with confidence.

Vehicles that are prone to the evap
system leaks and can benefit from the
updated gas cap are 2011-13 TSX
models; 2012-13 MDX, RDX, TL and
ZDX models; and 2013 ILX models.

Saab
Air bag light on, DTC stored. The
owner of a 2006-07 9-7X model may
come into your shop one day soon
with an illuminated air bag warning
light. When he does, immediately
hook up your scan tool and check for
trouble codes. If the only code you
pull is DTC 023, chances are good
the passenger-side seat belt tension
sensor has gone kaput, reports Saab.

To make the diagnosis, check the
wiring to the tension sensor for cuts,
shorts or chafing. If everything looks
okay, the sensor itself is most likely
defective. Replacing the entire seat
belt retractor (the tension sensor is



09 Solstice GXP models may illuminate the overheat
warning lamp on the dash and/or suffer from insufficient
heater output.

One likely cause of both maladies, reports GM, is air pock-
ets in the cooling system. Installing a new check valve (Part
No. 20876185) into the coolant return hoses at the engine
and radiator should eliminate the troubles in short order.

To ease installation into the hoses, coat the valves with
nonsilicone-based tire lubricant or antifreeze. When in-
stalled properly, the valves should be positioned vertically,
with their tapered ends facing the nipples of the engine
port and radiator.

Ford
Fluctuating idle with possible MIL illumination and
stored DTC(s). Some 2005-07 Ford Five Hundred and
Freestyle models, along with Mercury Montegos (all with
the 3.0L engine and CVT transmission), may produce a
fluctuating idle. According to Ford, the rpm fluctuation
can be intermittent and may be accompanied by an illu-
minated MIL, with DTCs P061B, P0505 and/or P0506
stored in computer memory. Reprogramming the PCM
with updated software and cleaning the throttle body and
plate may eliminate the trouble.

To find out for sure, first flash the PCM with new cali-
bration files using an IDS scanner operating at software
release 74.03 or higher (if you have a subscription, you
can also download the files at www.motorcraft.com). With
the new software installed, shut the engine off, then
restart it and allow it to idle until normal operating tem-
perature is reached. Now run the engine at least 5 min-
utes more to allow the electronic throttle body compensa-
tion strategy to relearn.

When the relearn has successfully completed, check
the value of PID ETC_TRIM in the datastream. If the
value is less than 3° and DTC P115E is not present, but
the idle fluctuation remains, cleaning the throttle body
and plate won’t do any good. Continue with normal trou-
bleshooting until the problem is resolved. However, if the
ETC_TRIM value is 3° or greater and/or DTC P115E is
stored, the throttle plate and bore can definitely benefit
from a good, old-fashioned scrubbing.

Start by removing the throttle body from the engine. Us-
ing Motorcraft Choke and Linkage Cleaner (Part No. PM-
14) or an equivalent solvent, thoroughly spray the throttle
plate and bore. Allow the cleaner to work, then scrub the
edges of the plate and the mating surface of the bore with a
stiff, solvent-resistant brush. When everything looks good
and clean, give the plate and bore another shot of the
cleaner and allow to air dry. To complete the fix, reinstall
the throttle body, repeat the compensation strategy relearn
and verify that the idle fluctuation issue has been resolved.

Saturn
SRS warning lamp illuminated, DTCs logged. Some
2005-07 Relay and 2008-10 VUE models may illuminate
the SRS warning lamp on the dash and store DTC B0071
in the passenger presence system and DTC B0081 in the
sensing and diagnostics module. One likely cause of the
trouble, reports GM, is a defective front passenger seat belt
tension sensor. Replacing the complete seat belt buckle
(the tension sensor is part of the buckle assembly and can’t
be serviced separately) with an improved design should
turn out the light. Check with a dealer for the buckle part
number of the vehicle in your service bay.

Ford Truck
Squeaking noise from brake pedal. Ford reports that
some 2013-14 Escape SUVs may produce an annoying
squeaking sound whenever the brake pedal is depressed.
One likely cause of the noise, says the carmaker, is the brake
pedal’s clevis pin binding against the brake booster pushrod.
Installing a new-design clevis pin (Part No. 3M5Z-2L523-
AA) and lubricating it with high-temperature wheel bearing
grease should eliminate the irritation immediately.

Jeep
Poor ride or handling over rough roads. Some 2007-09
Compass and Patriot models built before 4/23/09 may ride
roughly or handle poorly when driven over bumps and oth-
er rough road surfaces. One likely cause of the trouble, says
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Jeep, is a leaking front strut. The prob-
lem can occur on one or both sides of
the vehicle. Replacing the strut(s)
along with the jounce bumper and
dust shield is the obvious fix. Be aware
that the jounce bumper and shield are
now two separate parts, replacing the
one-piece design used in the past. Or-
der Part No. 05171137AB for the new
jounce bumper, 05171132AC for the
new dust shield.

Scion
Front suspension noise. Scion re-
ports that some 2008-12 xD models
may produce a clunking sound from
the front end when accelerating or
decelerating, while braking or when
being driven over rough or undulat-
ing roads.

One probable reason for the noise,
says the Japanese carmaker, is insuffi-
cient torque at the No. 2 retaining bolt
for the lower control arm(s). Retight-
ening the bolt at both control arms to
a revised torque of 110 ft.-lbs. should
eliminate the ruckus.

Once you get the vehicle in the air,
look for the presence of orange paint
on the head of the bolt. If you don’t
see the paint mark, go ahead and
retighten the bolt to the revised
torque setting noted above. If you do
see an orange mark, it means the bolt
is a “one and done” design—in other
words, it can be tightened only once.
If that’s the case, remove and toss the
bolt and install a new-design fastener
(Part No. 90119-14151), tightening it
to the new torque setting indicated.
To complete the fix, repeat the proce-
dure at the other control arm, lower
the vehicle and go on a road test to
confirm that the clunking noise has
been eliminated.

Cadillac
Fuel gauge troubles. Drivers of
2004-06 SRX, 2004-07 CTS and
2005-07 STS models with the 2.8 or
3.6L engine may come into your shop
with a complaint that their fuel gauge
reads empty even though there’s
plenty of gasoline remaining in the
tank. Cadillac says the inaccurate
gauge reading may be accompanied
by a “Fuel Level Low” message on

the driver information center and, in
some cases, an illuminated MIL with
DTC P2066 in PCM memory.

One likely cause of the troubles is
the PCM incorrectly relaying to the trip
computer the actual amount of fuel be-
ing used, especially during short trips
with frequent key cycles between fill-
ups. Reprogramming the module with
updated software is the only sure-fire
remedy. You’ll find the new calibration
files at TIS2WEB on the internet.

Toyota
MIL illuminated, hybrid battery
pack DTC(s) logged. A 2012-14
Prius V hybrid model may come into
your shop one day with the MIL on
and hybrid battery pack DTC P0A80
and/or P0A7F logged in the PCM.

According to Toyota, either trouble
code means the battery pack has de-
teriorated, and in this case the deteri-
oration is due to an overheating con-
dition caused by dust or road debris
clogging up the battery’s cooling fan
housing. Cleaning out the housing
with compressed air or a shop vac, re-
placing the battery pack (Part No.
G9510-76010) and installing a new
intake filter for the housing (Part No.
G92DH-47040) should prevent a re-
occurrence of the condition.

Chrysler
Howling or groaning noise, flash-
ing ESP light. Owners of 2008-09
Dodge Challengers, plus 2009 Dodge
Charger and Chrysler 300 and 300C
models—all with the 3.5, 5.7 or 6.1L
engine—may complain of a howling
or growling sound from the electronic
stability program (ESP) pump when
driving in a straight line following an
aggressive low-speed turning event.
Furthermore, the ESP light on SRT
vehicles may flash repeatedly even
though the ESP system has been
switched off by the driver.

According to Chrysler, all of these
problems are limited to vehicles with-
out adaptive cruise control systems and
built before 10/10/08, and are due to
software anomalies in the ABS module.
Reprogramming the module with up-
dated software is the only reliable fix.

To do the flash, you’ll need a

StarSCAN scanner operating at soft-
ware release 9.03 or higher. The actu-
al calibration files must be retrieved
off Chrysler’s website.

Honda
MIL on, cooling system DTC
logged. Some 2008-10 Odyssey
minivans may come into your shop
with the MIL on and DTC P0128
(cooling system malfunction) stored
in computer memory. If the cooling
system checks out fine and there are
no symptoms related to the code, it’s
probably bogus, says Honda, and
caused by the PCM misinterpreting
key input signals from several sensors
during engine warm-up. Reprogram-
ming the module with updated soft-
ware is the only viable solution.

To do the flash, you’ll need an
HDS operating at software version
2.024.011 or later. Here are the appli-
cation specifics for the new calibra-
tions:
Program ID              Program Part No.
2008 LX, EX:
GLA930 . . . . . . . . . . . . 37805-RGL-A93
2008 EX-L, Touring:
GWA960 . . . . . . . . . . . 37805-RGW-A96
2009-10 LX, EX:
GLA020 . . . . . . . . . . . . 37805-RGL-A02
2009-10 EX-L, Touring:
GWA060 . . . . . . . . . . . 37805-RGW-A06

Chrysler
Noise from brake pedal. Owners
of 2004 Pacifica models may come in
with a complaint of a creak or squeak
from the brake pedal under light to
moderate braking.

According to Chrysler, the problem
is limited to vehicles built on or before
3/28/03 and is most likely due to abnor-
mal contact between the brake pedal
return spring coils. Lubing the spring
with multipurpose grease (Part No.
05083149AA or an equivalent) should
eliminate the annoyance. For best re-
sults, press and release the brake pedal
five to ten times to allow the grease to
work its way into the coils.

GM
A/C system blows warm air. The
owner of a 2008-10 Chevy Cobalt,
Pontiac G5 or 2008-11 Chevy HHR
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may come into your shop with a
complaint that his a/c system blows
nothing but warm air. On initial in-
vestigation, you might find that the
a/c clutch isn’t engaging when the
switch on the control head is acti-
vated. That explains the warm air
complaint, but what’s causing the
problem?

To find out, hook up your scan
tool, check for DTCs related to the
a/c system and repair as necessary.
If no DTCs pop up on the scanner
display, go into the datastream and
look at the PIDs for AC Request,
AC Relay Command and AC Pres-
sure Sensor. If you see “No” next to
the first two PIDs and zero pres-
sure from the pressure sensor,
you’re likely dealing with a BCM
that was improperly set up during a
previous repair, says GM.

To right the ship, try enabling the
AC option in the BCM with your
scanner. If the option isn’t listed on
the display, the module is trash and
needs to be replaced. Once the new
BCM is installed, take your time
during module setup to ensure that
all the correct vehicle options are
selected. If you’re careless and miss
a few, you could be introducing the
same problem you’re trying to recti-
fy!

Ford/Ford Truck
Multiple driveability problems,
DTC(s) logged. Some 2012-14
Ford Edges and Explorers, as well as
2013-14 Ford Taurus and Lincoln
MKT models (all with the 2.0L di-
rect-injected turbocharged engine)
may produce a host of driveability is-
sues. Among the engine complaints
you might hear are that it’s difficult
to start or won’t start at all, is down
on power, hesitates on acceleration
and/or idles poorly.

Ford says the driveability woes
will likely be accompanied by an il-
luminated MIL, with DTCs P0106,
P0128 and/or P0236 logged in the
PCM. One likely cause of all of
these symptoms is a bad signal re-
turn splice.

Start the fix by hooking up your
scanner and checking for trouble

codes. If P0128 is the only code
logged, check and, if necessary, ad-
just the coolant level. Next, grab a
wiring schematic and locate the sig-
nal return splice (S176 on Edges
and Explorers, S113 on Tauruses
and S112 on MKTs). Once you find
it, cut out the bad wiring and re-
place it with 5 in. of 18-gauge wire
and a couple of crimps from a ter-
minal kit. To complete the repair,
backfill the crimps with solder, seal
the new splice with heat-shrink tub-
ing, clear the code(s), start the en-
gine and verify that the driveability
issues have been resolved.

Lexus
Noise from brake booster. Some
2004-10 RX 330/350 SUVs may pro-
duce an irritating buzz or rattle from
just behind the left portion of the in-
strument panel. One likely cause of
the noise, says Lexus, is a defective
brake booster check valve. Replacing
it with an improved design unit
should eliminate further headaches.

To make an accurate diagnosis,
take the truck on the road and lightly
accelerate, then quickly take your
foot off the gas pedal. You may also
be able to duplicate the condition in
the shop by depressing, then releas-
ing the brake pedal with the trans-
mission in Park. If you hear the rattle
or buzz in either instance, that veri-
fies that the original check valve is
defective and the new-design valve
needs to be installed. Order Part No.
44730-20080 for the valve with a
straight nipple, 44730-14050 for the
valve with a 90° nipple.

Toyota
MIL on, misfire DTC(s) logged.
Some 2003-04 Celica models with the
1ZZ-FE engine and manual gearbox
built before VIN
JTDDR3#T#40176236 may illumi-
nate the MIL and log random misfire
DTC P0300 and/or single-cylinder
misfire DTCs P0301 through P0304
in PCM memory.

If your scan tool reveals nothing
out of the ordinary and there are no
driveability symptoms, the code(s)
are probably bogus, says Toyota, and

due to fuzzy logic in the PCM. Re-
placing the module with a new unit
with revised software (Part No.
89661-2G382) is the only reliable fix.

Chrysler
MIL illuminated on dash, MAP
sensor DTC stored. Some 2012
Dodge Caravan and Chrysler Town &
Country minivans with the 3.6L en-
gine built before 6/25/12 may turn on
the MIL and log DTC P0108 (MAP
Sensor Circuit High) in the PCM, as
either a current or history code.

According to Chrysler, if there are
no other DTCs stored and no drive-
ability symptoms associated with the
MAP sensor code, it’s likely bogus
and caused by software anomalies in
the PCM. Reprogramming the mod-
ule with updated software is the only
way to permanently fix the problem.
To do the flash, you’ll need a
wiTECH scanner operating at soft-
ware release 13.01 or higher.

Note: Two different software pack-
ages are available for these vehicles,
depending on various option codes
and accessories. Check with a dealer
to determine the correct calibration
files for the specific vehicle in your
service bay.

Dodge Truck/Jeep
Inoperative a/c system. The own-
er of a 2012-13 Dodge Durango or
Jeep Grand Cherokee with the re-
mote start system and dual-zone or
three-zone ATC system may come
into your shop one day with a com-
plaint that his a/c system won’t en-
gage when the switch on the control
head is activated.

When he does, start the vehicle in
the conventional manner (using the
start button) and try to turn on the
a/c system. If the compressor clutch
engages, shut the engine down, then
restart the vehicle, only this time us-
ing the remote start feature on the
key fob. If the a/c system now refuses
to work, you’re dealing with software
anomalies in the ATC module. Ac-
cording to the folks at Dodge/Jeep,
the problem is limited to vehicles
built between 1/16/12 and 8/8/12 and
can be rectified only by reprogram-
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ming the ATC module with updated
software. To do the flash, you’ll need
a wiTECH scanner operating at soft-
ware release 13.01 or higher.

Lexus
Clicking noise from brakes. Some
2007 LS 460 and LS 460L models
may emit an irritating clicking noise
from the front or rear when applying
the brake pedal while traveling slowly
in Reverse, or while changing direc-
tion from Drive to Reverse. Lexus at-
tributes the noise to the design of the
disc brake pad backing plates, which
causes momentary sticking of the pads
in the caliper supports as the wheels
rotate counterclockwise. The fix de-
pends on the option package and
wheel size of the vehicle in your stall.

For LS 460 and LS 460L models
with standard 18-in. wheels, replace
the front and rear brake pads with
updated designs (Part Nos. 04465-
50260 and 04466-50130, respective-
ly), using a liberal application of a
newly formulated disc brake grease
(Part No. 08887-80609). LS 460L
models with the Touring Package
and 19-in. wheels already have the
updated brake pads installed. For
these vehicles, just remove the pads
and apply the new brake grease to
the backing plates.

Toyota
Oil leakage from underneath en-
gine. Owners of 2007 Japanese-built
Camry models (VIN beginning with
the letter “J”) with the 2GR-FE V6
engine may come into your shop with
a complaint of a slight but persistent
oil leak from underneath the engine.
One likely source of the leakage, says
Toyota, is the interface where the
bank 1 cylinder head, the engine
block and the timing cover meet.

To make an accurate diagnosis,
Toyota recommends adding some
fluorescent dye to the crankcase and
letting it circulate. If the dye con-
firms that the leakage is coming
from the cylinder head, block and
timing cover interface, reseal the
cover, then add additional dye to
verify that the leak has been elimi-
nated.

Ford Truck
Rear suspension noise, vibration.
Some owners of 2005-06 Ford Expe-
ditions and Lincoln Navigators may
complain of a clunking, grinding or
thumping noise from the rear suspen-
sion on acceleration, when the trans-
mission shifts or when the vehicle is
moved from Drive to Reverse or Re-
verse to Drive. Ford says the noise is
most prevalent on vehicles built be-
fore 6/13/05, may be accompanied by
a vibration and could be due to loose
torque arm-to-rear axle housing at-
taching bolts.

To make a definitive diagnosis, turn
off the air suspension switch (if the ve-
hicle is so equipped), put the truck in
the air and check the torque arm
bolts. If they’re tight, this information
doesn’t apply; continue troubleshoot-
ing until the cause of the noise and/or
vibration issue(s) is revealed.

If the torque arm bolts are loose,
support the rear axle with stands,
then remove the bolts and the torque
arms. Next, inspect the arms to see if
they’re damaged or bent. If either
arm is damaged, replace it with a re-
vised unit (Part No. 5L1Z-4612-AA).
If the torque arms are okay, reinstall
them using four new retaining bolts
(Part No. 5L1Z-4382-A). To com-
plete the repair, tighten the bolts to
150 ft.-lbs., lower the vehicle and go
on a road test to verify that the noise
has been eliminated.

Dodge Truck/Jeep
MIL illuminated, MAP sensor DTC
logged in PCM. Some 2012 Dodge
Durango and Jeep Grand Cherokee
SUVs with the 3.6L engine may turn
on the MIL and log DTC P0108 (Man-
ifold Absolute Pressure Sensor Circuit
High) in computer memory.

The Dodge/Jeep service engineers
say if there are no other codes stored
and there are no driveability symp-
toms associated with the P0108, it’s
likely bogus and the direct result of
software gremlins in the PCM. Re-
programming the module with updat-
ed calibration files is the proper fix.
To do the flash, you’ll need a
wiTECH scanner operating at soft-
ware release 13.01 or higher.

ping and then close the deck lid. With
the seal out of the way, he’s able to see
if the trunk light stays on even though
the lid is closed. He also suggested sim-
ply pulling those bulbs and waiting to
see if the problem goes away.

Jaguar service bulletins suggest
looking for pinched seat motor wiring
that might intermittently cause a drain
based on seat position. Fixes to these
intermittent problems are published
in service bulletins and by information
companies like Identifix.

Another tech suggested using a laser
pointer-type infrared temperature-
measuring device. These are relatively
inexpensive measuring devices that let
you measure the temperature of what-
ever you point at. The idea here is to
measure the temperature of relays and
other assemblies. If the device is sup-
posed to be off—and not drawing cur-
rent—it should be at the same temper-
ature as the rest of the vehicle. If it’s
drawing current, it will be warmer than
the surrounding components. He said
he has used an infrared temperature-
measuring device to find relays that
were hung up or in the On condition
when they weren’t supposed to be.

There are a couple of good lessons
to be learned from all of this. The first
is that to truly tackle a key-off drain
problem, you need information. You
need to know from the owner what
might have been replaced since the
vehicle was delivered. You need to
know how long the drain takes and if it
happens consistently. You also need to
know about the owner’s driving habits.

From the manuals you need to know
and understand how the system is sup-
posed to work. Normal key-off current
draws differ from vehicle to vehicle, and
you need to know what’s right for the
one in your service bay. Without this
kind of help, you might never know real
important information—like there’s a
second battery hidden in the trunk!

The last thing is to not forget to use
your creativity. You can learn on your
own, or maybe from your fellow techs,
ideas like using a scanner to look for
processors that are supposed to be off
but are not. If you have ideas you’re
willing to share, let us know and we’ll
pass them on for you.
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